
 

 

World Inclusio ParaDarts sight loss/blindness  

Proficiency Assessment. 

To be completed by a person authorised by World Inclusio ParaDarts.  

*Note* This is not a medical assessment, it is a practical safety assessment of a player's ability to play darts 

in a safe manner. 

Name of player (please print), ............................................................. 

Membership number, .................................... Country, ........................................ 

A player's abilities should be graded using a score of 1 to 5 (1 being poor/unsafe, 5 being excellent/safe).  

All scores should then be added up giving an overall ability score, 0-12 should be considered unsafe to play, 

13-18 help will be required, 19-25 safe to play alone.  

1) Player can communicate with match officials and fully understand any instruction given, 

(communication devices are acceptable only if used in day-to-day activities)  

1    2    3    4    5    score………………….  

2) Player can safely stay at the oche on their own should a match have to be paused at any point (for a 

minimum of 1 minute to a maximum of 5 minutes)  

1    2    3    4    5    score…………………. 

3) Player can aim at the dart board without assistance whilst game is in play,  

1    2    3    4    5    score…………………. 

4) Player can successfully hit a darts board, (8 out of 9 darts).  

1    2    3    4    5    score…………………. 

5) player can remain stood behind a throwing player waiting on their turn (minimum of 1 minute 

maximum of 5 minutes)  

1    2    3    4    5    score………………….   

Total, ................ out of 25  

I …………………………………………… have assessed the above-named player, i have found the player to be: 

1. Safe/unsafe to play darts with or without assistance  

2. Assistance required Yes/N0 

 

Signature ………………………………………………………… 



 

 

Important Notes 

 

A player may use assistance for the following reasons only, A player must declare the use of assistance at the 

point of registration of the event,  

a) To aid a player to retrieve darts once thrown and/or to assist the player to and from the oche,  

b) Aid/guide a player to ensure the lead leg or throwing shoulder is centrally aligned on the oche but must 

not influence a throwing stance.  

c) Aid/guide IS NOT allowed to interfere with game play at any time if the aid/guide has any concerns they 

must approach the match official or event referee  

d) The aid/guide should not communicate with a player in anyway whilst at the oche unless it is a safety 

issue and others are at risk  

e) Aid/guide is to confirm caller is stood in a safe position before the player can throw  

World Inclusio ParaDarts reserve the right to ask a player at any time to retake a safety proficiency test 

anytime deemed necessary,  

 

 

Date certificate issued, .......................... 

Certificate renewal date, .........................  

Assessed by, ......................................... Confirmed by, ........................................  

 

 

PLAYERS RESPONSIBILITIES.  

Player to hold the original assessment certificate, World Inclusio ParaDarts to retain a copy.  

Player is responsible at every tournament to show their proficiency certificate to the tournament 

director/organiser  

Player is at all times required to inform their opponent and match official of their loss of sight  

It is the players responsibility to ensure their proficiency certificate is renewed by the date above or earlier, 


